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Abstract 
 
The research aims to explore the relationship between strategy and performance in the context 
of Cambodian construction industry. The research would provide useful information for better 
strategic decisions in organizations to positioning them within the industry with improved 
performance. The findings give the recommendation for firms to improve performance 
through understanding the efficiency resources and effectiveness of their strategies. 
 
The literature review provided the theoritical framework related to the strategic options and 
performance indicators selected for the assessment of construction industry firms in 
Cambodia. The literature review points for the use of relevant variables, which can be 
categorized into three categories: Strategy, Competitive Advantage and Performance. The 
data collection was done through the development of questionnaires used to gather data from 
100 Cambodian contractors. The sample analyzed includes 31 contractors which correspond 
to a response rate of 31%. The methodology used for data analysis was the Spearman 
correlation coefficient, which enabled the analysis of the relationship between strategy and 
performance, competitive advantage and performance and performance and strategy. 
 
The results of this research showed that the high performance is closely correlated with Cost 
leadership strategy, the contractors place strong emphasis on resources, mainly in effective 
control labor and material, standardize products or services and effective use labor and 
resource saving. Concerning the differentiation strategy, it is strongly correlated with 
performance based on offer high quality products and innovative project management. It 
would be recommended that the contractors should be aware of their strength and weakness 
and place strong emphasize on competitive advantage which is positively related to their 
strategy option criteria as to approach superior performance in competition construction 
industry. As soon as they can identify their strength and weakness, they will be able to 
enhance competitive strategy effectively to create barrier against external forces.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction  
1.1 General Context 
 
The construction industry is one of the driving industries in the world economy. It has been 
playing a very crucial role in the economy of Cambodia. The construction industries have 
highly contributed in city development as well as in industrial suburbs and provinces, mainly 
contributed by developing residential projects, high-rise building, and new urbanized projects 
to meet the growing demand.    
In response to the growth of construction industry, the study of strategy and performance of 
construction has become a relevant topic of research. The literature reviews provide the 
historical study of competitive strategy, corporate strategy and performance in general and in 
the construction industry. From the previous research works, the topics such as ´the impact of 
resources and strategy on performance´, ´influence of competitive strategy on performance´ 
contribute significantly in construction business as the concept base could be widely extended 
in different contexts. Since the strategy may have different effects on the performance based 
on the geographical location and culture, it would be interested to test those hypothesizes in 
developing countries such as in Cambodia.  
The objective of this research is to investigate the relationship between strategies and 
performance in context of Cambodian construction industry and provide the benchmarking for 
best practice in the region. Specifically, the objective is to help the contractors being able to 
identify their resources and capability so that they can chose the strategy option in order to 
position in the industry and provide recommendation for strategy development that may lead 
to improve overall performance.   
 
1.2 Thesis summary  
 
The structure of this thesis is composed by 6 chapters: 
Chapter 1 - Introduction: this chapter presents the general context related to the motivation 
and the objective of the research.  
Chapter 2 - Construction industry context in Cambodia: This chapter presents the economic 
situation of Cambodia, the contribution of construction sector in country´s economy and the 
foreign investment scheme.   
Chapter 3 - Literature review: This chapter introduces the theoretical framework about the 
competitive strategy (Porter generic strategy, 1980) and corporate strategy (Ansoff´s matrix, 
1965), and the performance assessment including Norton and Kaplan (1992) ´s BSC 
(Balanced Score Card), EFQM (European Foundation for Quality Management) and UK best 
practice program ´s KPIs (Key Performance Indicator). It also provides a brief review on the 
links between strategy and performance in the construction industry.  
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Chapter 4 - Research methodology: This chapter is divided into three parts: data collection, 
sample description, and data analysis technique. It is described the method used to select the 
contractors, and the variables used to define different types of strategies, competitive 
advantage and performance in questionnaire. It is also presented the Spearman Correlation 
Coefficient to analyze the relationship among the variables.     
Chapter 5 – Finding and discussion: This chapter illustrates the results of the relationship 
between strategy and performance, strategy and competitive advantage, and competitive 
advantage and performance, and elaborates a discussion on the result obtained.  
Chapter 6 – Conclusion and future research: This chapter presents the general remarks, 
recommendations for improvement concerning the results obtained from the analysis between 
strategy and performance, and the limitations of the study. 
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Chapter 2: Construction industry context in Cambodia 
 
2.1 Cambodia economy context 
 
Cambodia is situated in Southeast Asia, neighboring south with Vietnam, north-west with 
Thailand and north-east with Laos. The country´s area extends on 181,035 km
2
 and lies 
entirely in the tropical weather, located between latitudes 10° and 15° with longitudes 102° 
and 108°. Cambodia´s population is estimated of approximately 15,205,539 people in 2013.  
Cambodia Gross Domestic Product (GDP) remarkably grows 13.3% in 2005, then drop 
dramatically to 6.7% in 2008, and 0.1% in 2009. The factors that impact on the drop of the 
GDP might be due to the world financial crisis as the source of revenue mostly depend on FDI 
(Foreign Direct Investment) invested in many sectors by foreign investors such as 
construction and textile. After the recession, from 2010 to 2012, the GDP grew 6.0% to 6.5%. 
The recovery was mainly due to export and tourism.  
 
Figure 1: Trend of GDP Annual Growth Source: Ministry of Economy and Finance (MEF), 
Cambodia 
The GDP per capita steadily increased since 1998 when the riel greatly depreciated against 
the dollar. The GDP per capita in 2011 reached USD 904, an increase of approximately 
87.1% from USD 487 in 2005. It is projected to reach USD 984 in 2012 and USD 1,080 in 
2013 respectively (Ministry of Economic and Finance forecast). 
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Figure 2: GDP per Capita 
The GDP contribution illustrated by the pie chart exhibited in Figure 2, accounted for 38.7% 
for service, and 26.2% for industry and 30.1 % for agriculture, fisheries and forestry. In 2012, 
the changing in GDP was 2.8% negative in service, 4.3% negative in industry and 6.7% 
positive in agriculture, fisheries and forestry. 
 
Figure 3: Composition of GDP by economic activity 
 
2.2 The relevance of the construction industry in Cambodia economy  
2.2.1 The size of the construction industry 
. 
The industry sector accounted for only 25% of GDP from 2004 to 2007 and was dominated 
by the garment industry and construction. In parallel, construction grew 18.9% annually and 
other industrial sectors increased modestly. The industrial sector increased by 15% annually 
from 2004 to 2007, but the prospects for future growth remains slim since both the garment 
and construction sectors are slowing down.   
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In figure 4, construction industry line is in middle between garment and food industry. It 
started growing by 2005 from USD 400 Million to approximately USD 800 Million in 2011. 
The world financial crisis impacted indirectly on country´s economy because Cambodia 
depends heavily on foreign investment. There are some construction projects of high rise 
building and satellite town that were postponed such as Golden Tower and Kamko City and 
they were invested by foreign investors. South Korean investors withdraw back the 
investment as to stabilize the banking system in their country. While textile, apparel & 
footwear still outperform construction and food, beverage & tobacco from 2005 and 2011. It´s 
the most attractive FDI due to low labor cost. Furthermore, construction outperforms food, 
beverage & tobacco due to the high demand of infrastructure such as factory, road, and 
commercial building and residential.   
 
 
Figure 4: Evolution of CVA as a share GDP comparing to Textile, Apparel & Footwear and 
Food, Beverage & Tobacco. 
 
2.2.2 The employment structure in the construction industry 
 
Construction industry is represented by only 3.0% t of total employment and 12.6% of 
professional employees, and it is characterized by small-sized establishments. Construction 
sector employment achieves 1009 men and 265 women in 2012. This number also included 
the women who worked as accountant, designer, sale and marketing. Women are employed in 
a lower rate comparing to Men. Even now women who go to engineering school start 
increasing after the society promote gender equality. The current government policies 
motivate and foster equality in gender by offering women a variety of incentive programs as 
they have the right to work and participate in society equally. 
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Table 1: Employment grow from 2010 to 2012, by sector and sex 
Approximately 80% of the establishments in construction sector were Cambodian owned. The 
other 20% were owned mainly by entities from ASEAN, such as China (5.5%), and Republic 
of Korea (2.7%) entities. Regarding business entity types, 38.4% were private limited 
companies, 34.2% individual proprietor, and 20.5% limited partnerships. This sector has an 
average of 52 employees per establishment, which corresponds to the smallest average 
workforces among the sectors (ILO: International Labor Organization).Due to increase in 
manufacturing and construction, the paid employee´s share in the industry sector grew from 
35.1% to 37.4% for the period.  
 
 
2.2.3 The foreign financing and investment scheme in the construction industry 
 
Due to the high construction and infrastructure demand in the market,  a large number of 
firms import the skills from neighboring countries with the high source of labor such as 
engineer, architecture are overwhelming from Philippine, Thailand, China and some from 
Western. In Cambodia, there lacks labor skills in specialties such as electrician, welder, and 
carpenter etc. The building standards appear to be quiet weak in Cambodia. The foreign firms 
have to employ the building standards from their own countries. The lack of effective 
monitoring projects and regulation lead to poor quality and hazard in construction.   
Due to the high demand of construction materials, the importations have rapidly raised with 
the construction boom. The importations of construction materials from 2002 to 2007 
increased from USD 60 million to USD 120 million, respectively. Steel and cements are the 
most significant construction materials. The high freight cost in import duties allegedly 
imposed the high cost of construction materials. Although the Thai Cement Factory has 
recently opened in Kampot Province, the production is estimated to meet only half of the 
domestic demand. The long process of bureaucracy may also retard the construction 
competitiveness (as it takes about 710 days to get all construction permits). The government 
should reduce the import duties, tackle anti-competitive practice in the freight sector, invest in 
local production material (ex. steel and cement), reduce transportation cost, enforce the land 
and environmental law, and potentially increase competitiveness. 
To address the country needs, Cambodian government has been working in bilateral and 
multilateral with donors including World Bank and International Monetary Fund. Asian 
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Development Bank is involved heavily with country development infrastructure, most notably 
transport sector. Over the years, the bank has initiated the establishment of Greater Mekong 
Subregion cross border Transport Agreement seeking to integrate trade practice among the 
countries Mekong Sub Region including Cambodia, China, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand and 
Vietnam. Japan economic minister has approved Mekong-Japanese economic and 
Cooperation Industrial Initiative Action Plan in September 2010. The plan boost for the 
development of physical infrastructure, trade facilitation, support for small and medium 
enterprise among five Mekong countries. The USD 5.9 million funded by action plan will 
help implementation of road projects in Cambodia.  
 
For instance, China play important role in Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in Cambodia for 
infrastructure. In 2010, China announced that it would invest in 23 cooperation projects in 
Cambodia over the following five years. The projects funded by China include hydro power 
dam, railway link, bridge and mining along with USD 430 Million loan to construction 
projects of two national roads and multipurpose dams in Battambang and plans to sponsor 
USD 500 Million for the construction project of a 257 km line linking Phnom Penh Cambodia 
and Vietnam´s Binh Phouc province. South Korea has become one of the largest foreign 
investor in Cambodia. In January 2011, Korea promised investment value at 1.02 billion in 
2010 added over the value at USD 120 million of investment in 2009.  
 
The strategy most undertaken by foreign entities (FE) is through Joint Venture form with 
local companies with the share holding of 49% of FE and 51% of local partner.   
 
According to a report of the Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and 
Construction, Cambodia’s construction sector received a total investment of USD 2,141 
million in the first eight months of 2013, up 40% from USD 1,533 million at the same period 
last year.  
 
 
Figure 5: Investment by leading country 
Over the years, on the back of close relationships with Singapore, Cambodia tightened the 
partnership in human resource development and investment. Singapore is the 5
th
 largest 
investor and it is the 8
th 
strong investor in the world range in sector of tourism, agriculture, 
manufacturing, construction and energy. Both parts seek new way to strengthening the 
cooperation. By focusing the improvement of human resource, 4000 Cambodian officials 
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were sent to Cambodian-Singapore Training Center set up in 2002 within the initiative 
framework of ASEAN integration. 
TA cooperation Ltd is a Singaporean construction companies doing business in Cambodia. It 
is an established quality property and construction group founded in 1995 with a tracking 
record of almost 40 years’ experience in Singapore construction and 15 years in real estate 
development. It enters in Cambodia through Joint Venture with a Cambodian enterprise. Its 
first property development of a 49% stake joint venture was for a 21-unit villa development in 
Phnom Penh. The project was complete in March 2013.  
Other Singaporean company, named HLH Group Limited was incorporated in Cambodia in 
1992 with an A1 and B2 grade registration with building and Construction Authority in 
General Building and Civil Engineering respectively. The company was listed in the main 
board Stock Exchange in Singapore on the 21
st
 June 2001.The company diversify the business 
portfolio into investment and development of commercial, residential and industrial property, 
building construction and agriculture. They have interests in markets such as Brazil, China, 
India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippine, Singapore, USA, Taiwan and Vietnam.  
 
2.2.4 Summary of construction industry analysis 
 
As a reflection of the previous analysis, we make an effort to elaborate a SWOT analysis for 
Cambodian construction industry. A SWOT analysis is a useful tool to access strengths, 
weaknesses, and opportunities and threats for an organizational entity. 
Strengths   
 Increasing intentional investment, particularly from Asian development funds which 
provide stimulus for the sectors  
 Some of lowest construction costs in region. 
 High return on investment for successful project    
 Robust tourist arrival into Cambodia, driving demand for infrastructure. 
Weaknesses  
 Existing infrastructure is extremely poor especially access to electricity; thereby 
limiting the growth rate of projects  
 Excessive corruption and a lack of transparencies lead to untenable delays to many 
projects. 
 Underdeveloped financial and regulatory systems create problems for project 
financing. 
Opportunities  
 Weak existing infrastructure provides many opportunities for growth, particularly in 
road and rail construction. 
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 Mekong-Japan Economic and Industrial Cooperation Initiative Action Plan Promises 
new projects. 
 Geographical location provides excellent opportunities for increase transportation 
links  
 Government tends to develop tourism sector, with an ambitious target of 6 million 
foreign visitors by 2020, thereby boosting demand for transportation. 
 Large scope for international involvement, due to limited domestic expertise. 
Threats  
 Strong dependence on Chinese and South Korea investment, Cambodia is exposed to 
any possible double-dip recession of these countries. 
 Lack of a mature infrastructure of market leaves the sector open to external risks, such 
as currency volatility. 
 The competition in the region is strong between Cambodia and Thailand may weaken 
the political situation.    
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Chapter 3: Literature review on strategy and performance assessment 
 
3.1 Review of relevant strategies  
 
Strategy may have several definitions according to different researchers. There are many 
remarkable researchers who extensively studied on strategy.  Among the most well known 
researchers are Porter (1980; 1997), Mintzberge (1990) I.g. Ansoff (1965), Pettigrew (1996), 
Abdul-Aziz (2002), Chinoswky (2000), Lansley (1983; 1987); Johnson and Scholes (1988). 
Next, we present a brief review of the researchers’ thoughts. 
 
Michael Porter 
Porter (1980:1997) who is the pioneer of competitive strategy in business categorized strategy 
into three generic categories and developed a model incorporating five forces analysis. Firms 
can use these tools to gain competitive advantage and to positioning them in the industry.  
Porter´s introduce three generic strategies: cost leadership; differentiation and focus to cope 
with five forces analysis for firms successfully compete in an industry. Sometimes firms can 
successfully pursue more than one approach as a primary target market, but it is rarely 
possible (Porter M., 1980).The three generic strategies are briefly described next. 
- Cost leadership: the firm should acquire the characteristic as follows: strong 
technology, strong knowledge in manage resource and saving, strong knowledge 
marketing, sale, and production and good delivery system.  
- Differentiation: the firm should posse’s strong brand, innovation, high skill and 
knowledge capability; work intensively in research and development, design unique in 
products or service, decentralized organization structure that follows strategy. 
- Focus: the firm has either low cost position or high differentiation; the firm captures 
small market of segment or specific geographic region, and provides them the specific 
need that requires high specialty skills. 
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Figure 6: Strategy advantage, Porter (1980) 
Porter´s five forces analysis is the tool used for analysis the external environment pioneered 
by Porter. It provides the thinking of systematic in competitive forces. The conflict over 
market share, competition is not manifested in only the other players in industry, but also it 
underlies its own economics, then competitive forces existing that go well beyond the 
established combatants in a particular industry. Aware of these forces can help a company 
stake out a position in its industry that is less vulnerable to attach.  
The Five forces analyses of Porter are existing rivalry, buyer’s power, supplier’s power, 
product substitute and threat of new entrants. Such a perspective emphasizes the way in which 
the firms positioning in the market, thereby focusing primarily on exogenous factors. The 
collective of strengths and weaknesses determine the ultimate profit of an industry. One 
finding the affecting forces in an industry, the corporate strategist can identify the company´s 
strength and weakness, where it standpoint in strategic position vis-à-vis the forces of supplier 
and substitute. After the strengths and weaknesses are characterized, the strategist can devise 
a plan of action that may include: 
1. The positioning of the company as to build best defense against 
competitive forces through its capabilities    
2. The influence balance of force through strategy move, thereby improving 
the company´s position, company can devise a strategy that take the 
offensive. This position is design to do more than merely cope with the 
forces themselves. Innovation in marketing can raise brand awareness or 
otherwise differentiate.  
3. Anticipating the shift in the factors underlying the forces and moving 
response to them, which the hope exploit the change by choosing 
strategic appropriate for the new competitive balance before opponent 
recognize it. The vertical integration may be chosen for firm to build core 
competence or capability to response to the change environment. The 
strategy can view as the defensible forces against competitors as to find 
position in the industry where the forces are weakest.  
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Figure 7: Forces governing competition in an industry 
 
Henry Mintzberge 
Mintzberge (1989), who is well known as management expert, distinguished the formulation 
and implementation of strategies into ten schools. The definition of each school of thought is 
explained as follow:  
 Design school: Clear and unique strategies are formulated. The internal situation of 
organization is used to match the external environment. 
 Planning school: the rigorous of each step are taken, from analysis of situation to the 
execution of strategy. 
 Positioning school: It places the business in the context of its industry and looks at 
how the organization can approve strategic positioning within that industry. 
 Entrepreneurial school: the vision process takes place within the mind of charismatic 
of founder or leader of an organization. Rely heavily on intuition, judgment, wisdom, 
experience and insight. 
 Cognitive school: Analysis how people perceive patterns and process information. 
Concentrate on what is happening in the mind of strategist and how it processes the 
information. 
 Learning school: management plays close attention over time to what does work and 
what does not work. They incorporate ´lesson learned´ into overall plan of action. The 
world is too complex to allow strategy to be developed all at once. As clear plans or 
vision. Strategy must emerge in small steps as organization adapts or ´learn´. 
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 Power school: the strategy is developed as a process of negotiation between power 
holders within the company, and /or between the company and its external 
stakeholders. 
 Cultural school: Tries to involve within various groups and department within 
organization. Strategy formation is view as a funder mentally collective and 
cooperative process. The strategy that is developed is a reflection of the corporate 
culture of the organization. 
 Environmental school: The strategy is a response to challenges imposed by external 
environment. Where the other schools see environment as a factor, the environment 
school sees it as an actor.  
 Configuration school: strategy formation is a process of transforming the organization 
from one type of decision-making structure to another.      
 
Figure 8: Dimension of ten schools 
 
Mintzberge (1987) developed five Ps of strategy approach: strategy as ploy, plan, pattern, 
positioning and perspective.    
According to Figure 9: basic design school model, the model places primary emphasize on 
external and internal appraisal, the former uncovering threats and opportunities in 
environment, the latter revealing strengths and weaknesses of an organization. Secondary 
emphasis is placed on understanding the value of management, as well as social 
responsibility, the match between these elements leads to create strategies, which then are 
evaluate and implemented. Strategic management is needed for different school of thought, 
alongside with its own context. 
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Figure 9: Basic design school model 
 
Igor Ansoff 
Ansoff (1965), distinguished the term strategic decision and strategy:  strategic decision 
means “relating to the firm´s match to its environment” and strategy means “rules for decision 
under partial ignorance“ in the way that strategy, policy, program and standing operating 
procedure –occur in all three classes of problems: strategic, administrative, and operating.  
Igor Ansoff (1965), who is the prominent reference of corporate strategy field, developed the 
framework of corporate strategy which  provides a usefull tool to manager better think and 
make new plans. The firm tends to diversify when the firm face intensive competition in 
industry and it seek opportunities in new market for growth Return On Investment ( ROI), 
thus the firm might take high risk and get high rate of return. He developed the product 
mission matrix (product x market) to present for four possible situations, existing product or 
market, new product or market.  
 
 Existing product New Products 
Existing market  Market penetration Product development  
New market  Market development  Diversification 
Figure 10:Ansoff´s matrix 
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The generic stages identified in the matrix are briefly presented next. 
Market penetration: the stage of the existing product start introduce and mature in the 
existing market. 
Market development: the new segment of customer created with existing products, this stage 
the firm under the external presure on capability, and finance resource, the firm develop new 
market through joint venture, alliance with new partner as to acquire or merger the resource 
that limite the firm´s capability and compete in the new market. 
Product development: represent the new products developed and target the same market 
because the saturation of products, this stage the demand declined, the new design and 
innovated the features to stable the market. The new products or service will be innovated.  
Diversification: represent the new products and market, this stage when there are many new 
entrants and intensive existing rivalry of competitor. Finally, the firm diversifies and 
penetrates into new market to find new opportunities through vertical and horizontal 
integrattion. It is really risky stage, because the firm starts new venture in the unknwon risk 
can likely occurred.    
3.2 Review of studies applying relevant strategies in the construction industry 
 
Porter’s strategies 
  
Competing on cost leadership must preserve the following conditions: Standardize of products 
or services, deliver specialized training for employees,  effective manage and control labor 
and material, implement selection method for subcontractor or suppliers, offer incentive 
program for productivity improvement, lower tendering price, effectively use resource or 
saving.  
Maintaining the standard of product or service while lowering price require strong knowledge 
and technology in cost reduction, and the firms still earn above average of return, using 
resources and labor effectively contribute significantly in improvement of productivity. Porter 
(1980) said that the cost position protects the firms against five forces, because bargain can 
only erode the profit until of those the next efficient competitors are elevated.  
In the construction industry, the power of suppliers is considered low or moderate. The 
important thing is that  the construction industry might implement method of selection 
suppliers and subcontractors as to lower the price of the project or service, partner with right 
suppliers which is able to supply the construction material with lower price can contribute in 
cost of projects reduction (Porter , 1980). In turn, implementing low cost strategy may require 
up-front capital investment in state of art equipments, aggressive pricing, and start-up losses 
to building market share. High market share may intern allow in purchasing even lower. 
Against the industry rivalry, the firms should enlarge the economy of scale by reinvesting in 
modern facility and equipment to sustain cost leadership strategy. To reach the high 
profitability and market share the firms must increase the sale volume of projects by 
providing incentive program for productivity improvement, to meet the customer needs the 
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firms should provide the specialize training program for employees, as the technology and 
knowledge  embedded in employee, especially value engineering,  being able to do the cost 
reduction on products design. Then they become the core competence of company can create 
entry barrier for the new entrant. Ensure that all the resources and material being used and 
controlled effectively, interim of resource refer to financial, brand and reputation, technology, 
knowledge. For example, the strong financial resources allow the firms to exploit the riskier 
projects, because of technological knowledge afford better design and engineering solution in 
cost reduction. R&D enables firms to minimize the use of resources and new technology 
contributes significantly to cost reduction. 
Applying Porter´s generic strategy in the construction firms, competing on differentiation 
must preserve the following conditions: high reputation and image in the market, offer high 
quality products, project completion on time, innovative project management, incorporate in 
sustainable practice and invest in R&D and technology. Winter (1987) has argued that 
organization´s knowledge can be sustainable if the knowledge is tacit than simple.   
Having high reputation and image in market can build trust for client and make them loyal to 
the brand, which may lead to grow profitability. Through many years in construction projects, 
the firms are able to build brand and image in the market, the development of knowledge and 
technology accumulated through path of learning and experience. Since the time is catalyst, 
the talent, skill and knowledge blended together under the path of managerial process become 
sustain competitive advantage which is used in industry against competitors.  
Differentiation strategy competes against cost strategy by providing the unique products or 
services base on the resource of knowledge and technology acquired by the firm. The 
uniqueness is firm´s competitive advantages which create barriers against other firms to 
imitate their products and services. In order to increase market share and profitability, the 
firms should acquire staff with high knowledge and experience, the project management 
practices, strong management capability, resource based-view to compete with competitors, 
quick response to customer needs faster than competitors.  
In Japan, contracts are normally awarded on a lump sum basis (Hasegawa, 1988) .Bennett et 
al, (1987) opined that the Japanese operate on the premise that if the quality and time are 
fulfilled, cost then look after themselves. The managers should effectively control and 
monitor the construction process, minimizing the defect material used and follow the norm 
and standard of construction benchmarking. So, it’s really important to require good 
managerial process to utilize technology resource. Engineers and technicians practice the 
industry standard to achieve the strategy goal. Some projects are sponsored by publics such as 
governments, the ability to fulfill the requirement through quality and time are core 
competence to win this bidding for big projects of infrastructure such as tunnels, highways 
and airport. For example, The Japanese construction company, Sumitomo Mitsui won the first 
Cable Stay Bridge bidding projects added by Japanese government in Cambodia, this project 
require high technology in construction in geotechnical, structural and management. On the 
other hand, the projects must be completed on time within five years period. Because of the 
innovative management allow it to complete the projects successfully.  
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Competing on focus strategy must require the criteria: Offer customized product, work in a 
specific geographic location, and serve a specific segment of customers. Focus strategy may 
take in many forms through the combination of resource and policy of differentiation and cost 
leadership strategy. Porter stated that the firm competes on focus as to capture the niche 
market that abandoned in industry while focusing on price or product differentiation, the firm 
may earn above the average of return in the industry, focusing on the specific segment of 
customers, products or services, promise to deliver faster to meet customer need. The firms 
work in a specific geographic location where the segment have not been served or discovered 
by any competitors.  
In the construction industry, some firms seek opportunities by providing service in design, 
work in trade specialty such as electrical work, drawing, geotechnical investigation and 
laboratory, mechanical work and maintenance, some firms seek to serve in metal fabricators, 
supply labor or outsourcing staff, technical consulting and training. For example, the 
plumbing subcontractor work with building contractor to install drainage, sewage utility on 
the building faster than the firm who serve broadly area and probably lower cost.  
 
Resources and capability  
 
Tang and Ogunlana (2003) mentioned that a company is complex structure, consisting of 
different components which influence its performance. These components include the 
resources and capability in Construction Company, its project management competencies, the 
strength of its relationships with other parties, and the long term and short term strategies of 
companies. Maintaining a relationship with a client is more important than securing orders 
from new ones (Kajima, 1973). Because of the client expectation, meeting delivery deadline 
almost becomes sacrosanct (Levy, 1980). 
Construction companies are categorized by a project-based structure and by a relationship 
with third parties such as subcontractors, suppliers, government and clients. Thus, the 
resources and capabilities play an important role in project management. According to David 
Arditi (2010), companies´ resource and capability can be categorized as tangible and 
intangible asset: Financial resources, Technical competences, Leadership characteristic, 
Experience and image in industry, research and development capability, Innovation 
tendencies.  
 
Yangtao Tan (2010) identified six strategies that are effective to guide contractors’ response 
to various competition situations. For instance, a closer cooperation between main contractors 
helps contractors respond effectively when safety accidents occur frequently in the market. 
The research findings present new perspectives of developing competitive strategies in the 
Chinese construction market and provide recommendations for conducting performance 
approach for examining response strategies in other construction markets (Kunhui Yet al., 
2010). 
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According to Chinowsky (2000), the development of strategy concept require environment 
context that foster strategic thinking and focus. Strategic management in the context of 
construction industry comprises the following aspects: 
 Vision, Mission and goal: establishment provides each member with a direction to 
follow in all business practice. 
 Core competence: create what organization does best and where its strength resides.   
 Knowledge resource: combination of human and technology resource that provide the 
backbone for completing organization projects. 
 Education: a targeting information and formal requirement for lifelong learning and 
understanding of evolving business conditions. 
 Finance: A broad focus on monetary concern beyond project-to-project concern of 
budget and schedule control.   
 Market: the analysis of expand business opportunities within domains that are related 
to core competence. 
 Competition: A focus analysis and understanding of existing, emerging, and the future 
competitors and both existing and potential market.  
 
Corporate strategy in construction 
 
Internationalization strategies include a transactional approach, new business development; 
integrate engineering constructors, total project management, technology development, and 
exploring financial strategies.  
Cannon and Hillebrant (1990) suggested four means of product differentiation in construction: 
offering a range of project management methods, extending into design, financial packaging, 
and commissioning, and facilities management. For diversification, UK construction firms 
have moved into development, consultancy, plant hire, mechanical and electrical engineering, 
production or sale of building materials and components, and such unrelated areas as health 
care, printing, and waste disposal.  
Rashid (1991) analyzed the global strategies of construction firms and found that some large 
construction companies treated the whole world as a single market, and developed 
competitive advantages that provided superiority for challenging new entrants and fulfilling 
demand. These companies have geared their businesses toward solving the client’s problems 
and needs, thereby adding greater value to their services. In addition to product 
differentiation, diversification, acquisition, and mergers, these enterprises establish 
collaborative relationships with manufacture, financier, research institutions, policy makers, 
and other contractors (Yongtao Tan et al., 2012).  
According to the Yip (1989,1992, 2003), the extent of an industry globalization is determined 
by the influence of the force drivers of four sets of ´drivers`, which derive from markets, cost, 
governments and competition. These drivers render it profitable to use of five levers namely: 
Participation; products and service; location of activity; marketing and competitive move. 
Each lever is conceptualized as continuum with anchors at ´multi-domestic` and ´global` ends 
of scale. The strength of global drivers varied by industry and firms are expected to globalize 
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activities and operation such strategy ´levers´ align with industry ´drivers` (Paul Whitla et al., 
2006). (See figure 11) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11:Yip´s Framework of global strategy 
 
Manley .K (2004) conducted a survey on firms in the Australian Construction industry. The 
results of the research reveal that there were 23 significant business strategies concerning the 
human resources, marketing, technology, knowledge and innovation. The individual business 
strategy that mostly distinguish high innovation were investing in R&D, participating in 
partnering and alliance on project, ensuring that project learning are transferred to continuous 
business process, monitoring internal best practice and recruiting new graduate. 
 
3.3 Review of studies applying relevant performance assessment approaches in the 
construction industry 
 
There are several approaches developed in the literature to assess business performance. Next, 
we present some of the most well known approaches such as Balanced Score Card, European 
Foundation for Quality Management, Benchmarking and Key Performance Indicators.  
Balanced Score Card (Kaplan and Norton, 1992) 
 
Kaplan and Norton (1992) developed the concept of Balanced Score Card (BSC) which 
revolutionized conventional thinking about metric of the company performance assessment. 
The nonfinancial metrics allow predicting future performance rather than simply reporting 
what already happened in the past. The Balanced ScoreCard supplemented traditional 
financial measures incorporating criteria that measure additional three perspectives: customer, 
internal business process, and learning and growth. 
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The inception of Kaplan and Norton has been accepted by many academia and industries, but 
it also has been criticized by being an uncompleted performance measurement system and 
simple (Bringall, 1992; Sinclair and Zairi, 1995). 
 
Figure 12: The Balance Score Card Links performance measure (Source: Kaplan and Norton) 
The BSC recognizes that the financial measures are lagging indicators, and therefore are the 
result of other three (leading) measures. In other words, the indicators deal with issues that 
eventually impact on the financial performance, significantly provide the information before 
the issue have had time to have any effect. The strong points of BSC  may include:  
 Guarding against sub-optimization by forcing senior manager to considers all 
operational criteria (Letza, 1996). 
 Communicating objectives and vision to the organization (Roest, 1997). 
 Focusing on organization efforts on a relatively small number of measures with 
relative low costs (Roest, 1997). 
In the construction industry, the BSC model was promoted as a strategic performance 
management system. Kaglioglou et al. (2001) adopted the BSC with additional number of 
elements and perspectives. Bassioni et al. (2005) built a conceptual framework for measuring 
business performance in construction based on the principles of BSC and business excellence 
models. 
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European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM model) 
 
The first European quality model was created in 1988 and it was launched in 1991. It was 
developed by 14 leading European counties aim at promoting corporate quality and 
excellence as response to changing competition pressure within the international market. Its 
popularity continue to growth until the year 2003, when EFQM membership had grown 
around 800 organizations from most of European countries and various sectors of activities 
(EFQM, 2003). It is based on eight fundamental concepts of corporate excellence: result 
orientation, customer focus, leadership, people involvement and development, continuous 
improvement learning and innovation, partnership development (Tenant and Langford ,2008). 
 
 
Table 2: KPI ´EFQM` selection appraisal 
 
 
There are other well-known excellence models all over the world such as: the Malcolm 
Bridge National Quality Award in the United States, and the Deming Prize in Japan. All 
models have the same objective that is to promote quality as the fundamental process for 
improving performance within a business (Watson and Seng, 2001; Bassioni et al., 2004).  
 
In the construction industry literature, the EFQM model was applied by Bassioni (2002) at the 
project level and organization level. Then, Bassioni et al.  (2005) developed the EFQM model 
for construction, defining the following criteria: leadership, customer and stakeholder focus, 
information and analysis, strategic management, process management, suppliers, and culture 
and people partnership. 
 
Benchmarking and Key Performance Indicators (KPI) 
 
The KPI at organization level traditionally tend to concentrate on financial measures e.g.: 
return on investment, sale per employee, profit per unit produced (Sanger,1998). The KPI at 
organization level sometimes involves safety, productivity, and profitability (CBPP-KPIS, 
2002).  The KPI in project level includes criteria such as construction time, construction cost, 
predictability time, predictability, defect, client satisfactory product, client satisfactory 
service. The performance indicators tend to measure the past performance. 
One of the major important roles of performance measurement is to allow the company to do 
the benchmarking. Benchmarking is a systematic process of performance assessment to 
compare the similarity of an organization against other within the key business activities. 
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Then, the lessons learnt and improvements of other organizations are used as a target and 
promote changes in organization.  It provides the way of innovation in services and products.  
In the construction industry, the first program for developing Key Performance Indicators was 
designed by the U.K construction best practice program for benchmarking purposes. Then, a 
few studies analyzed performance in the construction industry using KPIs. For instance, 
Elyamany et al. (2007) developed a performance evaluation model using the financial, 
economic, and industrial characteristic of company. 
 
Benchmarking initiatives were also developed in the construction industry. The main 
programs were, mainly established in five different counties: CDT in Chile, CII 
benchmarking and metrics in USA, SISIND-NET in Brazil and KPI in UK, and the icBench 
in Portugal. Several models have been proposed to support the development of the 
performance measurement model system; considering financial, client satisfaction, production 
efficiency, organization learning, environment and supply chain. The benchmarking process 
should also involve set of lagging and leading measurement criteria. The benchmarking 
initiatives typically aim to: (1) offer guidance for measure performance, (2) provide 
benchmark that can be used in each enterprise for business goal and objective, (3) identify and 
disseminate the best practice through the report and club network. The commonalities among 
this initiative indicate that they potential could be used for international benchmarking 
(Dayana B. Costa; Carlos T. Formoso; Michail Kagioglou; Luis F. Alarcon; and Claros H. 
Caldas, 2006).  
 
Figure 13: Summary of finding of positive and negative factors of KPI 
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Figure 14: Scope of measurement comparison among benchmarking Initiative 
 
There are other authors that enhance the use of benchmarking in the construction industry, for 
instance (Costa et al., 2007). The authors developed a benchmarking web platform on the 
internet that enables the constructors, consultants and construction material companies to do 
self-diagnosis to improve and promote changes in the organization. The icBench (construction 
industries Benchmarking) was developed using two main perspectives, the internal 
perspective to identify strengths and weaknesses and the external perspective for enabling 
comparisons of the organization with the rest of the industry. Furthermore, it intends to 
provide guidance for construction companies for future competitive in global business market. 
The KPIs used are divided into five main categories: Customer/Satisfactions, 
Economic/financial, Productive process/Safety, Human Resource/learning and 
innovation/environment. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 
 
4.1 Development of the questionnaire  
 
In this research, we developed a questionnaire to collect data on strategy, competitive 
advantage and performance of the firms. We also elaborated a cover letter that was attached to 
the questionnaire stating the status of the research, the purpose of the research and remind the 
respondents for the importance of the study impact over the situation of construction in 
Cambodia. The questionnaire and the corresponding cover letter are presented in Appendix. 
The data collection was conducted from July to August 2014. We used phone calls for 
encouraging the participation and informing the respondents prior the questionnaires were 
sent.  The questionnaire was mainly distributed using the Google form but other methods 
were used such as facebook, sending mail and through phone interview to increase the 
response rate. 
 
The questionnaire was designed taking into account the following aspects:  
 Number of pages; the respondents might feel boring if the questionnaires 
contain more than three pages, it should be well prepared with briefly short at 
most two pages, to make sure that all questionnaires are  answered,  
 Each main line should be remarked by asterisk mark as important so that it 
would not be missed and require the respondents to pay attention in answering 
all if they willing to participate, otherwise they can reject it.  
 Multiple choices including check box reducing the time consumption, if it 
takes too long to fill the answers the form it is believed that it is one of the 
factor cause the respondent quit before reaching the submission. The good 
questionnaires design would take average time 5 to 10 minutes to fill in.     
The questionnaire was divided in three main parts in order to provide insights concerning the 
following competitive model shown in the figure 15. This model presents the relationship 
between competitive advantage and competitive strategy, and between competitive strategy 
and key performance indicators. Competitive advantage is composed of tangible and 
intangible resources. Competitive strategy is composed of cost leadership, differentiation, 
focus and growth strategy, while Key Performance indicators are composed of financial 
perspective, internal process and environment. 
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Figure 15: Competitive strategy model 
The first part of the questionnaire is about the general information profile of the companies 
and it includes the questions presented below: 
 
Business sectors 
  General building  
  Civil Engineering  
Transportation 
Specialty trade contractor  
Company profile 
  0-10     small 
11-50   medium  
51-100  large  
Over 100 
Table 3: Business sectors and company profile 
 
 Company profile: The size of the firm was defined by the number of 
employees. The size of the firm was refereed to Cambodian SME source from 
IFC Advisory Service East Asia and the pacific, Understanding Cambodian 
Small, Medium and Large Enterprise needs for financial Services and 
Products categorized into four sizes; Micro, small, Medium and Large. Micro 
firm contain less than 10 employees, Small firm contain employees from 10 to 
50, medium firm contain employees from between 51 to 100 and the large firm 
has employees more than 100.    
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 Business sectors: general building comprises establishments primarily 
responsible for the construction of buildings. The work performed may include 
new work, additions, alterations, or maintenance and repairs. Civil Engineering 
comprises establishments whose primary activity is the construction of entire 
engineering projects (e.g., highways and dams), and specialty trade 
contractors, whose primary activity is the production of a specific component 
for such projects Specialty and trade contractors comprises establishments 
whose primary activity is performing specific activities (e.g., pouring concrete, 
site preparation, plumbing, painting, and electrical work) involved in building 
construction or other activities that are similar for all types of construction, but 
that are not responsible for the entire project. The work performed may include 
new work, additions, alterations, maintenance, and repairs. North American 
Industry Classification System NAICS with three code was used to classify 
Cambodian construction companies as, Building construction (236), Heavy 
and Civil Engineering (237) and Trade and Specialty (238), Building 
Construction consist of Building Residential and non residential building, 
Heavy and Civil Engineering divide into Highway, street, and Bridge 
Construction and Land subdivision, Trade and specialty compost of building 
equipment contractor, building finishing contractor and Foundation, structure 
and building Exteriors Contractors.  
The second part is about the strategy which is composed by the four aspects: scope of 
competition, cost leadership, differentiation, and focus and growth strategy. The 
questionnaires were used for asking respondents to express their understanding in applying 
the strategy in their companies. We used Porter´s approach of generic strategies, the strategic 
type consist of cost leadership, differentiation, focus and growth, resource with consistency 
variable of project management ability, skill and financial. 
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Strategy type  Sub Strategy 
Cost Leadership  Standardize of products or services  
 Deliver specialized training for employees 
 Effective manage and control labor and material  
 Implement selection method for subcontractor or 
suppliers 
 Offer incentive program for productivity improvement  
 Lower tendering price 
 Effective  use resource or saving 
Differentiation   High reputation and image in market  
 Offer high quality products  
 Project completion on time  
 Innovative project management  
 Incorporate sustainable practice  
 Provide additional service to client  
 Invent in R&D 
Focus   Offer customized product  
 Work in a specific geographic location  
 Serve a specific segment of customers  
 
Growth Strategy   Penetrate into new location or region  
 Entry into new type of construction projects  
 Engage in new businesses  
 Expand by acquisition or merger  
 Increase in market shares  
Table 4: Strategy and strategic behaviors in questionnaire 
 
Cost leadership 
The firm implements cost leadership when they acquire the resource capability; the skill in 
cost reduction, the production can be made through the effective monitoring and control on 
resource and labor. The logistic part minimize the cost of transportation by selecting the short 
route that will reduce the cost, select the good suppliers of raw material, thus overall 
competent in value engineering must required, the product quality is rate in average level, and 
focusing on strong marketing to promote product with lower cost and choose the effective 
way to deliver product. The questionnaire asked the respondents to answer the firm resources, 
and the ability to reduce the cost and control the material.     
The firm who compete on cost must acquire the following common skills and resources: 
 Substantial capital investment and access to capital, 
 Processing engineering skills,  
 Intense supervisor of labor,  
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 Products design for ease in manufacture,  
 Low-cost distribution system.  
Differentiation 
The firm that has differentiated to achieve customer loyalty should be better positioned vis-à-
vis substitutes than its competitors. The questions were designed to ask the firms to describe 
the strategy in terms of R&D to develop new products and services; innovative project 
management methods used including the technology, and intensively compete on quality and 
time. The respondents were asked to report the information with the level of quality, cost and 
time practicing in their organization in the industry competition.     
The common skills and resources require for the firm are: 
 Strong marketing ability,  
 Product engineering,  
 Creative flair, 
 Strong capability in basic research,  
 Corporate reputation for quality or technological leadership,  
 Long tradition in the industry or unique combination of skills drawn from other 
business,  
 Strong cooperation from channel. 
Focus 
The entire focus strategy is built around serving a particular target very well and it rests on the 
premise that the firm is capable to serve its narrow strategic target more effectively or 
efficiently than competitors who are competing more widely and may earn above the average 
of return for its industry. It may also be used to select targets least vulnerable to substitutes or 
where competitor is the weakest (Porter, 1980). The firm compete on focus strategy require 
common skills and resources which combine all policy lie in differentiation and cost 
leadership strategy but directed at particular strategic target. The respondents asked to justify 
the segment of the market, the geographical segment, if they focus on the specific project, 
would offer to customer, and specific price, how would this strategy impact their firm in terms 
of decision.   
Growth strategy  
Partnerships with other firms, rivals included, provide an effective way to overcome internal 
deficiencies. Firm may join forces to gain access to multiple technologies or government-
sponsored financing (Murphy, 1983; Fusfeld and Haklisch, 1985). Partnership can provide 
access to multiple markets (Varandarajan, 1986). Diversification has negative and positive 
impact on the firm´s financial performance. The related diversification has positive effect on 
firm profitability, while unrelated diversification has a negative effect (Christensen & 
Montgomery, 1981; Rumelt, 1974). There are four basic growth alternative open to a 
business. It can grow through increased market penetration, through market development, 
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through product development or through diversification (Igor Ansoff, 1965). Diversification 
generally requires new skill, technique and new facility.  
The questionnaire  was designed to ask respondents about the level of market share of the 
firm, penetration into new geographic area, the establishment of partnership through joint 
venture with local firms, the diversification of the business into various sectors, financial 
institution, consultant, and maintenance, mechanical etc,. 
Vertical integration is, “the combination of technology distinct production, distribution, 
selling, and/or other economic processes within the confines of a single firm. As such, it 
represents administrative transactions rather than market transactions to accomplish its 
economic purposes” (Porter 1980). An example of vertical integration within the construction 
industry includes (Robert C., 1992): 
 Forward integration:  
1. Performing land development service, 
2. Providing design capability, 
3. Owing and leasing commercial office and retail space, 
4. Offering properties management services. 
 Backward integration: 
1. Purchasing a plumbing company to use in operation, 
2. Owning a lumber yard to use for supplying construction materials, 
3. Using an in-house crew to do concrete work, 
4. Acquiring a concrete ready-mix company to supply concrete.  
Competitive advantage  
Resource and capability are inevitably influenced by project management competencies as 
construction companies are characterized by project base structure and by multi environment 
as the strength relationship with third party (David Arditi et al., 2010). The resource- base 
approach sees firms with superior systems and structures being profitable because they have 
markedly lower cost or offer markedly high quality or product performance. Competitive 
advantage lies `upstream’ of product market and rests on the firm´s idiosyncratic and difficult 
to imitate resources (David Teece et al., 1997). According to the literature, the variables in 
question refined in order to acquire the information from the respondent were defined 
financial ability, recognition brand and image in the market, implementation new method in 
construction process, maintain close relationship with local government, establishment of 
close relationships with other teams, enhancing organization innovations, training technology 
and education, project management capability (quality, cost and safety), protect intellectual 
properties, participate in industries experience.        
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Competitive advantage  
 
Sub-competitive advantage 
 Financial Capability  
Brand recognition and corporate image  
Implement new method in construction process   
Close relationship with local government  
Close relationship with main contractor  
Close relationship with subcontractor  
Innovation and technology education  
Management capability  
Protecting business intellectual properties  
Participating industries standard and Practice 
 
Table 5: Summarize of competitive advantage in questionnaire 
The third part refers to the performance assessment. The respondents were asked to give the 
information of perception the degree of company performance. Performance was measured by 
profitability, growth of contracted awarded, productivities and the rate of accident. 
Performance: 
Key performance indicator (KPIs) was designed by a UK construction best practice program 
for benchmarking purpose. Cox et al. (2003), KPIs was able to expose the difference between 
perception of management and construction executive. While Balanced ScoreCard pioneered 
by Kaplan and Norton (1992) widely adapted by many researchers and can be applied in 
construction industry. On the other hand, EFQM was created to promote quality process for 
continuous improvement in business and used in European construction firms as best 
benchmarking for guideline. Pillai et al. (2002) developed the integrate performance index 
which is included merit, risk, project status, preparedness, cost effectiveness, and production 
preparedness of the project.  
The subjective methods were used to access company of measurement data. This method was 
used to obtain data result which can be compared to objective method. The researchers often 
encounter problem obtaining objective measures of selected aspect of organizational 
performance that are valid and reliable, the subjective and objective measurement of sale, 
growth and global performance have been found that they were strongly support with high 
correlation coefficient ( Dess and Robinson, 1984). 
KPI selection is profitability status, growth of contracted awarded, productivity, the rate of 
accident, and new products launched.  
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Profitability is used in general business including Construction Company, it´s adapted by 
many organizations as the key role to access the company business achievement.  
The construction industry is categorized as projects base structure, the  growth of contracted 
awarded influenced by the strategy fit well with environment and can successfully win the 
projects, because the ability to use effectively  of resource and material under good 
managerial process in response to project owners´ need. The opportunity to grow market 
share also based on the reputation and image of the firm in construction industries which 
being built through many years experience in construction.  
Productivity reflects the cost efficiency and the use of scare resource to maximize the 
outcome through operational effectiveness, the increase of productivity contributed by R&D 
though innovation of new technology to support the value chain. The performance in 
construction can be improved through providing incentive program. Productivity can be 
linked to many factors; it can be contributed by R&D, rate of accidents, project managerial 
process and resources deployment. The question on productivity were included to access the 
degree perception of how well  their company perform during the last three years by indicated 
on the scale from (1) low productivity  and (5) high productivity. 
While the rate of accidents, the accidents can be occurred due to many factors during the task 
performance of individual workers and site condition, therefore frequently site safety 
monitoring should be emphasized and suggested for project managers considering provide 
safety instruction for new and old staff, the high rate of accident may lead to slow the 
productivity in construction impacted the whole construction progress and relevant to 
profitability. The lower rate of accident reflects the project management capability in risk 
management. So the measurement of the rate of accident should be considered in the 
questionnaire. The respondents were asked to indicate the level of accidents rate from (1) 
lower rate to (5) higher rate. 
Furthermore, launch of new products considered as achievement of R&D cooperate with sale 
and marketing department, the requirement of knowledge and experience embedded in 
employees, the culture embedded in employees, which is core competence of the firms 
preserve in organization decentralization structure, the increasing of new products launch into 
market can be provided by new segment of market or geographic location.  
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Performance  Sub-Performance 
  
Profitability status  
Growth of contract awarded  
Productivity of your firm  
Level of accident rate 
New products launch  
Table 6: Summary of KPI in questionnaire 
 
4.2 Description of the sample  
 
The questionnaires were distributed to 100 local constructions firms in Cambodia by email 
and facebook. The respondents invited to participate in the survey are people who work in the 
level of executive project managers, staff who have the level knowledge in construction 
management projects. The response rate of the survey was 31% (i.e., 31 companies). With this 
response rate, the sample size is considered valid with respect to similar researches in 
strategy. The technique applied for data analysis was the Spearman correlation coefficient. It 
was used the SPSS software to support the data analysis.  
The questionnaire invitation was rejected by some respondents because they could not reveal 
the internal data out to the public. Though, we tried to explain them in convenient way that 
the information would be kept confidential. Some of the construction firms in Cambodia still 
are in small or proprietorship limited. While the other firms, they might feel afraid of leaking 
of the internal data could lead to increase the number of new entrance in the industry. The 
young firms managed by managers who work in more than one position as project managers 
and financial accounting, they barely prepare the financial report, they may think that it´s not 
important to do it for the start up. Plus, publishing the firm annual report in public might not 
be interesting by many firms in general except some big firms who shown up to be ready to 
work with public investors. The absent of response may be also caused by their unavailability. 
 
The response rate of the survey 
After the survey we reached the results concerning the business sectors presented in table 13. 
The business sectors account 41,9 % for Civil Engineering, 48,4% for General building, 3,2% 
for General building, Civil Engineering, and General building, Civil Engineering, and General 
building, Civil Engineering, and Specialty trade contractor.   
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Business sectors 
  Number of 
respondents 
Proportion 
of firm in 
the sample 
Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Civil Engineering 13 41,9 41,9 41,9 
General building 15 48,4 48,4 90,3 
General building, Civil 
Engineering 
1 3,2 3,2 93,5 
General building, Civil 
Engineering 
1 3,2 3,2 96,8 
General building, Civil 
Engineering, Specialty trade 
contractor 
1 3,2 3,2 100,0 
Total 31 100,0 100,0   
Table 7: Business sector and the response rate 
 
Figure 16: Business sectors and numbers of respondents 
The respondents´ firms’ size is illustrated in table 12. There are  32, 3% of companies with a 
small size (0-10), 45, 2% with  medium size (11-50), 9,7% with a large size, (51-100) and  12, 
9% of companies have  over 100 employees.     
Firm size 
  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid 0-10 10 32,3 32,3 32,3 
11-50 14 45,2 45,2 77,4 
51-100 3 9,7 9,7 87,1 
over 100 4 12,9 12,9 100,0 
Total 31 100,0 100,0   
Table 8: Table of firm size and percentage 
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Chapter 5: Analysis of the results obtained  
 
5.1 Validity and reliability of the questionnaire 
 
We determined the Cronbach alpha, according to authors Van de Ferry 1979, Nunnally 1978. 
In order to ensure that the data collected through the questionnaire is reliable. Alpha was 
developed by Lee Crobach in 1951 to provide a measure of internal consistency. The value of 
Crobach alpha may range from 0 to 1.  
 Crobach alpha formula can be written as: 
                
Where  
N=number of items, 
 p=mean inter-item correlation, can be calculated by the average of correlation coefficient of 
N 
 
The values of the Crobach Alpha are shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9: Result of internal consistency 
According to SPSS analysis results, alpha was 0.743 for cost leadership, 0.760 for 
differentiation, 0.729 for focus, and 0.763 for growth, 0.889 for competitive advantage and 
0.542 for performance. The value should be beyond 0.7 as recommended by Nully (1978) in 
order to check a good internal consistency. This bound was respected in all categories, with 
the exception of the performance that received a lower value (equal to 0.542).  
5.2 Statistical analysis on the relationship between the strategy and performance 
 
We used the Spearman´s correlation coefficient to analyze the relationship between strategy 
and performance, strategy and competitive advantage, and competitive advantage and 
performance.  
The Spearman coefficient is a statistical measure of the strength of a relationship between two 
variables measured in an ordinal scale. Spearman coefficient value ranges from -1 to 1. In 
Variable  
Crobach 
Alpha 
Cost Leadership 0,743 
Differentiation  0,760 
Focus 0,729 
Growth 0,763 
Competitive advantage  0,889 
Performance 0,542 
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general, values between , 0.00 to 0.19 represent very weak correlation, from 0.20 to 0.39 
represent  weak, 0.40 to 0.59 represent moderate, 0.60 to 0.79 represent strong and from 0.80 
onwards mean very strong correlation.  
The Spearman formula can be written as: 
    
     
    
 
Where  
 r=correlation coefficient  
 di=difference between the ranks of each pair of observations   
n=number of observations   
In addition to the calculation of the Spearman correlation coefficient, we also perform a 
hypothesis test. The null hypothesis of the test states that there is not relationship between the 
two variables under analysis (Ho: r=0). The alternative hypothesis states that there is a 
statistically significant relationship between the two variables (H1: r≠0).  Significant level 
represents the probability of rejecting null hypothesis when it is true (0.01 level and 0.05 level 
represent that the null hypothesis is rejected at 1% and 5%, respectively). 
 
Next, we present the results obtained using the Spearman correlation coefficient. 
Relationship between strategy and performance 
 
  
 
Relationship between strategy 
and Performance Mean S.D 
Profita
bility 
status 
Growth 
contrac
t 
awarde
d 
Produc
tivity 
Rate 
of 
Accid
ents 
New 
produc
ts 
launch 
Cost Leadership               
Standardize product or service  3,77 0,99 0,35 0,26 0,630** -0,34 0,31 
Specialize Training  3,41 0,91 0,23 0,21 0,18 0,01 0,14 
Effective control labor and material 3,90 0,75 0,655** 0,391* 0,545** -0,16 
0,480*
* 
Method selection of subcontractors and 
suppliers 3,45 1,12 0,29 0,378* 0,467** -0,25 0,35 
Incentive Program for Productivity  3,24 0,87 -0,15 0,11 0,22 -0,17 0,383* 
Lowering tendering price 3,00 1,04 -0,03 0,26 0,02 0,20 0,15 
Effective resource and labor saving  3,65 0,84 0,549** 0,526** 0,367* -0,20 0,375* 
Differentiation                
Reputation and image 3,42 0,67 0,364* 0,368* 0,401* -0,02 0,19 
Offer high quality products 4,03 0,87 0,486** 0,31 0,608** -,356* 0,25 
Project completion on time 3,90 1,14 0,35 0,386* 0,480** -0,10 0,35 
Innovative project management  3,38 0,98 0,25 0,510** 0,505** 0,02 
0,533*
* 
Incorporate sustainable practice  3,10 0,94 0,16 0,434* 0,449* -0,18 0,26 
Provide additional service  3,53 1,07 0,16 0,400* 0,32 -0,23 
0,476*
* 
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Invent R&D 3,00 1,16 0,27 0,456* 0,19 0,03 0,407* 
Focus        
Offer customize products 3,23 1,09 0,35 0,424* 0,465** -0,07 0,27 
Work in specific geographic locations 3,32 0,98 0,31 0,31 0,377* 
-
0,426
* 
0,495*
* 
Serve specific segment customers 3,33 1,03 0,20 0,538** 0,30 0,05 0,12 
                
Growth               
Penetrate into new location  3,33 0,99 0,33 0,423* 0,26 -0,18 0,31 
Entry into new construction project 2,74 1,42 -0,09 -0,04 -0,18 0,10 0,16 
*Significant at 0.01 level  
**Significant at 0.05 level  
Table 10: Correlation between strategy and performance 
 
The results in table 10 showed that it the profitability of the company is positively related to 
effective control labor and material, effective resource and labor, reputation and image and 
offer high quality of products. Utilization of new materials with better quality will contribute 
to productivity growth (Chau, 1993). As Singaporean company case, it employs a large 
number of unskilled foreign workers will reduce the productivity (Mao Zhi, Goh Bee Hua, 
2010). Mao Zhi suggested that technological diffusion from manufacture industry to 
construction industry through materials is an important contributor to the productivity growth 
of the construction. Firms should reinvest in modern facility and equipments to sustain cost 
structure, first lower the price in order to get position in industry then the firm can accumulate 
profitability by increasing the sale volume of the products (Porter, 1980). 
It is to be noted that the growth of contracted awarded is positively related to effective labor 
and material, method of selection of suppliers and subcontractors, effective of resource and 
labor saving, reputation and image, project completion on time, innovative project 
management, incorporate sustainable practice, provide additional service, invent R&D, offer 
customize products, serve specific segment of customer.    
In addition, the productivity is positively related to standardize products or service, effective 
control labor and material, method selection of suppliers and subcontractors, effective 
resource and labor saving, reputation and image, offer high quality products, project 
completion on time, innovative project management, incorporate sustainable practice, offer 
customize products, work in specific geographic and penetrate into new location. Cost 
efficiency has been link to greater productivity and profitability through capturing many cost-
base manufacturing such as process yield, quality systems, process automation, product 
design, low job absenteeism, low labor turnover, job structure, labor cost and work space 
(EIU,1994; Harvard Business School case series, 1981; Lieberman, Lau & Williams, 1990). 
Furthermore, rate of accidents is negatively related to offer high quality products and, work in 
specifics geography locations. There are just a few significant relationships, the firms would 
still considered this case just for anticipation by emphasizing on safety instruction and 
implement frequently monitoring site condition and utilization of equipments.  
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New products launch is positively related to effective control labor and material, incentive 
program for productivity, effective resource and labor saving, innovative project management, 
provide additional service, invent R&D and work in specific geography. 
It should be noted that cost strategy highly correlate with profitability, growth contracted 
awarded and productivity and growth contracted awarded. It is suggested that the Cambodian 
contractors should improve the efficiency of resource using effectiveness of operation 
management as it significantly contribute to profitability. While differentiation strategy has a 
strong relationship with growth contracted awarded, productivity and launch new products, 
offering high quality products and R&D positively effect on the performance. Thus, 
contractors should reinvest more resources in R&D to innovate, new technology to support 
value chain that can enhance quality in construction projects, and focus strategy has high 
effect on growth of contracted awarded and productivity. The firms who compete on this 
strategy would improve knowledge and technology offering specialize services or products 
for segment´s need. Develop marketing department as to find where the niche market that 
would offer the specialized products, because strong marketing capability might be able to 
capture the niche segment that abundance in industry. For example, contractors could 
prospect the market in plumbing, electrical work or ready concrete mix supplying.  
In terms of growth strategy, it was found that there is no significant correlation with many 
performances except growth of contracted award. The growth strategy through diversification, 
related diversification has a positive effect on firm profitability, while unrelated 
diversification has a negative effect (Christensen & Montgomery, 1981; Rumelt, 1974). The 
diversification for Cambodian contractors is still limited as it requires strong capability in 
financial and technology to exploit the riskier projects. 
Relationship between Competitive advantage and Performance, the correlation results between 
competitive advantage and performance are shown in table below:  
 
Relationship between Competitive advantage 
and Performance  
 Mean  S.D 
Profit
ability 
status  
Growth 
contract 
awarded 
Produc
tivity  
Rate of 
Accidents 
New 
produc
ts 
launch  
Healthy financial capability  3,35 1,08 
0,386* 0,554** 0,621*
* 
-0,10 0,379* 
Brand and image recognition 3,55 1,09 
0,460*
* 
0,36 0,507*
* 
-0,14 0,23 
implement new method in construction process 3,39 0,99 
0,30 0,487** 0,428* -0,03 0,487*
* 
Relationship with local government  3,13 1,12 0,11 0,29 0,28 -0,01 0,31 
Relationship with other team  3,90 1,04 0,21 0,423* 0,442* -0,540** 0,414* 
Enhance organization innovation 3,57 1,30 0,25 0,388* 0,25 -0,08 0,377* 
Project management capability  3,81 1,05 
0,533*
* 
0,470* 0,677*
* 
-0,20 0,494*
* 
Protect intellectual property 3,55 1,18 0,24 0,22 0,31 -0,02 0,383* 
Participate in industry experience 3,07 1,16 0,31 0,35 0,24 0,397* 0,04 
Table 11: Correlation between competitive advantage and performance 
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It was verified that profitability is positively related to healthy financial capability, brand and 
image recognition, and project management capability. The financial strength of firm allows 
them to pay for suppliers so that it is feasible to afford materials faster, faster project 
completion contributed by many factors notably financial resource, because the firms can 
acquire subcontractors who are qualified for projects contract requirements. On the other 
hand, the firm can access technology and knowledge through hiring new staff, for instance 
projects managers, or engineers, technicians. The firms build trust to clients by image and 
reputation, capturing customer loyalty may lead to increase the profitability. 
The growth of contracted awarded has a strong relationship with healthy financial capability, 
implement new method in construction, relationship with other team, enhancing organization 
innovation and project management capability.  
Productivity has high correlation with healthy financial capability, brand and image 
recognition, implement new method in construction process, relationship with other team, 
project management capability. Rate of accident is negatively related to relationship with 
other team and participate in industry experience. 
New products launch is positively related to healthy financial capability implement new 
method in construction process, relationship with other team, enhancing organization 
innovation, and project management capability and protect intellectual property.  
 
Relationship between strategy and Competitive advantage  
 
The relationship between strategy and competitive advantage is supposed to be high related 
since the improvement of performance can be done through the managerial process and the 
resources. The coefficient correlation results between strategy and competitive advantage is 
shown in the table below: 
 
 
Relationship between strategy and Competitive 
advantage 
Healthy 
financial 
capability  
Brand and 
image 
recognition 
Implement 
new 
method in 
constructio
n process 
Relationshi
p with 
government  
Relations
hip with 
other 
team  
Cost Leadership           
Standardize product or service  0,463** 0,512** 0,31 0,26 0,600** 
Specialize Training  0,31 0,37 0,468* 0,14 0,26 
Effective Control labor and Material 0,31 0,35 0,362* 0,24 0,475** 
Method selection of subcontractor and supplier 0,360* 0,545** 0,523** 0,32 0,704** 
Incentive Program for Productivity  0,15 0,14 0,32 0,19 0,36 
Lowering tendering price 0,34 0,13 0,26 0,22 0,19 
Effective resource and labor saving 0,17 0,23 0,22 0,10 0,480** 
Differentiation            
Reputation and image 0,701** 0,746** 0,638** 0,542** 0,370* 
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Offer high quality products 0,31 0,492** 0,376* 0,24 0,462** 
On time project completion 0,28 0,412* 0,447* 0,01 0,396* 
Innovative project management  0,475** 0,26 0,554** 0,24 0,29 
Incorporate sustainable practice  0,420* 0,421* 0,361* 0,500** 0,529** 
Provide additional service  0,32 0,406* 0,493** 0,523** 0,660** 
Invent R&D 0,33 0,21 0,475** 0,18 0,20 
Focus      
Offer customize products 0,710** 0,693** 0,744** 0,570** 0,388* 
Work in Specific geographic  0,499** 0,563** 0,550** 0,484** 0,699** 
Serve specific segment customer 0,442* 0,480** 0,31 0,16 0,458* 
Growth           
Penetrate into new location  0,33 0,370* 0,477** 0,404* 0,609** 
Entry into new construction project -0,28 0,08 0,03 -0,04 0,07 
Engage in new business 0,29 0,402* 0,36 0,26 0,24 
Acquisition and Merger  0,17 0,33 0,26 0,26 0,05 
Increase market share 0,12 0,31 0,10 0,17 0,24 
Table 12: Correlation between competitive advantage and strategy 
According to the results from table 12, it was verified that healthy financial capability was found to be 
high correlated with standardize products or services, method selection of subcontractors and 
suppliers, reputation and image, innovative project management, incorporate sustainable practice, 
offer customize product, work in specific geographic, serve specific segment customer. Healthy 
financial capability contribute significantly in standardize products or service, the strength of financial 
enable firms to reinvest in R&D, and recruited skill and experience especially value engineering while 
method selection of subcontractors and suppliers cannot be ignored. It is suggested that the firms 
which compete on cost leadership should consider improvement for standardize of products or service 
and relevant criteria.  
Brand and image recognition is significantly positive related to standardize products or service, 
method selection of subcontractors or suppliers, reputation and image, offer high quality products, 
incorporate sustainable practice, provide additional service, offer customize products, work in specific 
segment customer, penetrate into new location, engage in new business. This result indicated that 
Cambodian firms strongly emphasize on  products differentiation and focus based on the brand 
recognition, considerably reputation and image and that offer customize products  highly effect on 
focus and differentiation strategy. The result also showed that the firms choose to compete on both 
strategies; they would improve brand image and recognition.    
Implement new method in construction process is positively related to specialize training, control 
labor and material, method selection of subcontractors and suppliers, reputation and image, offer high 
quality products, on time project completion, incorporate sustainable practice, provide additional 
service, invent R&D, offer customize products, work in specific geographic, penetrate into new 
location. 
Relationship with government is significantly positive related to reputation and image, incorporate 
sustainable practice, provide additional service, offer customize products, work in specific geographic, 
and penetrate into new location. 
Relationship with other team is positively related to standardize or service, effective control labor and 
material, effective resource and saving, reputation and image, offer high quality products, on time 
project completion, incorporate sustainable practice, provide additional service, offer customize 
products, work in specific geographic, serve specific segment customer, penetrate into new location 
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Relationship between strategy and 
Competitive advantage 
Enhance 
organization 
innovation 
Project 
management 
capability  
Protect 
intellectual 
property 
Participate 
in industry 
experience 
Cost Leadership         
Standardize product or service  0,13 0,572** 0,392* 0,10 
Specialize Training  0,611** 0,387* 0,555** 0,09 
Control labor and Material 0,30 0,680** 0,419* 0,22 
Method selection of subcontractor and supplier 0,547** 0,709** 0,540** -0,09 
Incentive Program for Productivity  0,423* 0,21 0,429* 0,00 
Lowering tendering price 0,31 0,07 0,17 0,22 
Effective resource and labor saving 0,22 0,503** 0,17 0,07 
Differentiation          
Reputation and image 0,20 0,31 0,457** 0,25 
Offer high quality products 0,31 0,518** 0,403* 0,11 
On time project completion 0,21 0,424* 0,34 0,10 
Innovative project management  0,432* 0,453* 0,552** 0,26 
Incorporate sustainable practice  0,25 0,383* 0,09 0,25 
Provide additional service  0,475** 0,503** 0,552** 0,14 
Invent R&D 0,640** 0,36 0,26 0,33 
Focus      
Offer customize products 0,536** 0,506** 0,748** 0,29 
Work in Specific geographic location  0,35 0,530** 0,376* -0,02 
Serve specific segment customer 0,33 0,30 0,28 0,30 
Growth         
Penetrate into new location  0,08 0,32 0,03 0,00 
Entry into new construction project 0,24 -0,04 0,05 0,18 
Engage in new business 0,595** 0,33 0,369* 0,507** 
Acquisition and Merger  0,36 0,06 0,29 0,682** 
Increase market share 0,34 0,35 0,21 0,554** 
 
Enhancing organization innovation highly correlated with specialize training, method selection of 
subcontractors and suppliers, incentive program for productivity, innovative project management, 
provide additional service. 
Project management capability is positively related to standardize products or services, control labor 
and material, method selection of subcontractors and suppliers, effective resource and labor saving, 
offer high quality of products, on time project completion, innovative project management, 
incorporate sustainable practice, provide additional service, offering customize products, work in 
geographic location.  
Protect intellectual property is positive related to standardize products or service, specialize training, 
control labor and material, method selection of subcontractors and suppliers, incentive program for 
improvement productivity. Differentiation: reputation and image, offer high quality products, 
innovative project management, provide additional service, Focus: customize products, work in 
geographic location.  
Participate in industry experience; there is no significant relation with the three strategic behaviors 
except with growth strategy. It was verified a positive relation with the engagement in new business, 
acquisition and merger and increase market share. 
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Cost leadership and differentiation are significantly positive related to project management capability 
and protect intellectual properties, growth strategy exclude penetration into new location and entry 
into new construction project are significant positive related to participate in industry experience.    
As a brief observation of the results obtained, the differentiation strategy has mostly correlated with 
brand image and recognition, implement new method in construction process and relationship with 
other team, project management capability and protect intellectual property. The relationship with 
third party is the resources impact indirectly on the performance of the construction firms through 
managerial process, so the correlation result in this research reflect the theory suggested by Porter, if 
the firm want to compete on differentiation strategy, they must acquire strong knowledge and invest in 
technology and in R&D. While relationship with other team allow them to  exchange experiences, 
knowledge through joining seminar, construction association and other meeting that can emerge the 
new idea. On the hand, brand recognition and image build the credibility and trust to clients and it 
becomes unique resource to sustain the firm competitive advantage.  
Furthermore, it is found that the cost leadership strategy is mostly influenced by the relationship with 
other teams, project management capability; protect intellectual property through many factors.  The 
effective use resource and material under strategic management highly contribute in cost reduction; 
strong management skill may contribute significantly in cost and project estimation. Cambodian firms 
would consider improve these resources as to compete in cost. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and future research 
 
It was found that cost strategy is high correlated with most of performance measures: profitability, 
growth contracted awarded, and productivity and launch new products through effective control labor 
and material; standardize products or service, effective resource and saving. The results supported the 
Porter’s theory who claimed that the position in cost must seek the raw material with lower cost, thus 
the ability to find the right suppliers that provide the low price and good quality contribute in cost 
reduction in products while maintaining standard and quality. Accurate predictability of projects 
completion and cost estimation may lead to effective use of resource, material and labor and improve 
the profitability, win biding projects and improve the productivity. It is suggested that Cambodian 
contractors should consider effective use of resource, standardize products for improvement if they 
want to compete on cost. Differentiation strategy highly contribute in growth contract awarded, 
productivity and launch new products through the factors of reputation and image, project completion 
on time, innovative project management, incorporate sustainability, and provide additional services 
and R&D. Contractors should reinvest in R&D and modern facility and equipment as to promote the 
quality in construction process. Focus strategy is positively related to growth contracted awarded and 
productivity, we have seen that the factors that highly influence on the performance are offer 
customize products and serve specifics segment customers. Thus, contractors would place strong 
emphasize in marketing and  in market capability that allow firms to know clearly niche segments and 
being able to  provide the specialized services or products to fit their need. On the other hand, it would 
be recommended that the firms should also place emphasize on R&D as to create core competence in 
specialized service or products and knowledge and technology in cost reduction. Growth strategy was 
not significantly related with many criteria except growth contracted awarded in this result. 
Concerning the growth strategy through diversification, it was observed that related 
diversification has a positive effect on firm profitability, while unrelated diversification has a 
negative effect. It is reasonable that the diversification for Cambodian contractors is still 
limited as it requires strong capability in financial and technology to exploit the riskier 
projects. In summary, we may argue that cost leadership should be adapted by the Cambodian 
firms, because it has a high positive relationship with most of all performance indicators such 
as profitability, growth contract awarded, productivity and launch new products when 
compared with differentiation, focus and growth strategy.  
Due to the limitation of time, this study does not analyze the impact of strategies on 
performance applying a regression model. The study of the impact of strategic options in the 
performance levels in construction industry in Cambodia through the use of ordinal regression 
models would be an interesting topic for the future research. This would allow investigating 
the effective strategies that enables the improvement of the performance of the firms. 
Furthermore, the topic related to the competitive positioning of Cambodian construction firms 
would be a topic suitable for subsequent research. The objective is to find the strengths and 
weaknesses of the local companies as well as to identify the characteristics of the environment 
where they can operate with competitive advantage.  
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APPENDIX A: Cover Letter  
 
Survey on competitive strategy and performance in construction 
 
My name is Longdy Ouk. Currently, I am a student in the last year in Master of Service 
Engineering and Management at Faculty of Engineering, University of Porto, in Portugal 
under the sponsorship of Erasmus Mundus Program, European Union framework. 
 
The purpose of my Master thesis is to investigate the impact of the strategic options in the 
performance of construction firms in Cambodia. This study would support firms in the 
definition of successful strategies in order to improve performance and to achieve competitive 
advantage.  
 
I am writing to invite you to participate in this research by answering the questionnaire 
developed to obtain information concerning the strategies adopted in your organization and 
the levels of performance obtained. 
 
We ensure that the data recorded will be kept confidential and anonymous. You are not 
required to write your name or any contact on this questionnaire. The data collected will be 
used for academic purpose only. 
 
Accepting our kind invitation please be honest in answering all the questions. It will take no 
more than 5-10minutes. Please complete the form and submit it on-line before the 17
th
 of 
July. Your participation will be invaluable to this research work.  
 
Thank you for your time.  
For further information, please send an email to ouklongdy@gmail.com  
 
Best regards, 
Longdy Ouk 
 
Master of Service Engineering and Management 
Faculty of Engineering 
University of Porto 
Rua Dr.Roberto Frias, 4200-465 PORTO-Portugal 
Email:  ouklongdy@fe.up.pt   
ID: 120538035 
Mobile: +351936428931 
Website: www.fe.up.pt 
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APPENDIX B: Questionnaire  
 
The questionnaire on Strategy and Performance for construction firms 
This questionnaire is divided into four main parts: 1) company profile, 2) strategy, 3) 
competitive advantage, 4) Performance. We would like to ask you to answer all questions 
concerning the current operation of your firm. 
What is the business sector in which your firm operates? 
o General building  
o Civil Engineering 
o Transportation 
o Specialty trade contractor  
1. Company profile 
How many full time employees are in your firm? 
o 0-10 
o 11-50 
o 51-100 
o over 100 
2. Strategy 
Please indicate in which extent your firm adopts the following mode of strategy. Please 
answer a value between 1-less important to 5-high important. 
Cost leadership: 
Does your firm provide standardized products or services? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm deliver specialized training for employees? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm manage and control effectively labor and material? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
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Does your firm implement methods for selection of subcontractors or suppliers? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm offer incentive program for productivity improvement? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm lower the tendering price comparing to competitors? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm effectively use resources or saving (human resource, finance and equipment 
and plant)? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
 
Differentiate Strategy: 
 
Does your firm have high reputation and image in the market? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
 
Does your firm offer high quality products? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm often complete project on time? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm implement innovative project management method? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
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Does your firm incorporate sustainable practices? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm provide additional services to clients? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm invest in Research and Development? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Focus strategy: 
 
Does your firm offer customized products? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm work in a specific geographic location? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm serve a specific segment of customers? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Growth Strategy: 
 
Does your firm penetrate into new locations or regions? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm entry into new type of construction projects (e.g., highways, tunnels, and 
others)? 
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     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm engage in new businesses (e.g., real estate, financial package, design, 
operation, maintenance, mechanical and others)? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm expand by acquisition or merger (e.g., financier, manufacture, research 
institution, other)? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Did your firm increase market share in the previous year? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
3. Competitive advantage 
Does your firm have a healthy financial capability? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm have a recognized brand and image in the market? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm implement new methods in the construction process? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm maintain a close relationship with local government? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm establish a close relationship with other teams (e.g., main contractors, 
subcontractors, designers)? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
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Does your firm place emphasis on innovation, training technology and education? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm have project management skills in terms of quality, cost and safety? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm protect intellectual property? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Does your firm participate in industry projects (e.g., benchmarking clubs, training sessions)? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
4. Performance 
Please rate the following key performance indicators to which extent they characterize the 
performance of your firm over the last three years. Please consider 1-very low and 5-very 
high   
What is the profitability status of your firm? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
Did your firm grow contract awarded? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
What is level of the productivity of your firm? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
 
What is level of accidents rate?   
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
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Did your firm launch new products/services? 
     1      2        3      4        5         Not appropriate 
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